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Brand New Book. Ends of the Earth uses the landscape of Alaska as a testing ground for love and
elegy. It is a poetry collection that contains both lyric responses to the urban Alaska environment
and extended sequences that cycle between autobiography, mythic allusion, and the literary
archive. In her work, Kate Partridge combines the fresh perspective of a newcomer with
explorations of the landscape and lifestyles through allusions to classic literature. While the poems
turn an inquisitive, contemporary lens to the subject of Alaska, elements throughout the book are
influenced by twentieth-century writers like Elizabeth Bishop and Marianne Moore. The manuscript
also combines personal experience with collaged material from the Epic of Gilgamesh, Walt
Whitman s notebooks, and other classic sources, to investigate the ideas of love, isolation, and
location. Through humor and observation, Partridge takes a new look at what it means to live in
urban Alaska and the world at large.
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Reviews
Completely essential read book. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this written e book. You wont sense monotony at at any moment of
your own time (that's what catalogues are for relating to if you ask me).
-- Rosendo Doug la s DVM
This is the greatest book we have read through till now. It is probably the most amazing book we have go through. I am just happy to tell you that here is
the greatest book we have read through during my individual daily life and may be he best ebook for possibly.
-- Eliseo Leffler
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